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A year or so ago my Son introduced me to a Chinese restaurant right in the heart of the City 
of Bristol.  To get to it you walked out of the Bus Station along an ill lit bit of road before 
descending down some very grubby stairs, with walls covered in poorly drawn graffiti into 
the start of the underground passage way that would take you to the Broadmead Shopping 
Centre.  Immediately at the bottom of this short flight of stairs was the entrance to a very 
unprepossessing Chinese restaurant.  Once you pushed the door open however you found 
yourself in a different world.  Brightly decorated walls, white tablecloths and a young staff 
ready with a friendly welcome.  The food matched the welcome and so a good night was 
had by all.  

There are many thing about this play and your production which reminded of my first visit 
to that restaurant.  To use the authors own words, “Taking you where you don’t want to go 
- that’s the point of the theatre”.  After reading the script for this, I confess that watching it 
performed was not an experience I was looking forward to.  I found it confusing with few 
distinct focal points, living up to the author’s description of his work as being, ‘The Theatre 
of catastrophe’.  

As the production progressed I came to the conclusion that, although I had read the script 
several times, this was a play that was probably more rewarding when explored with a 
group of people.  I can imagine that both cast and Director discovered more and more 
within the text as each rehearsal progressed.  This of course throws up a problem faced by 
many complex plays - that the audience rarely, if ever, have prior knowledge of the play and
so can only base their reaction on what they see on a single visit to the theatre.
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Discussing the production since my visit I have discovered very mixed reactions to the play; 
some were fascinated by the exploration of violence, sexuality, and a desire for power over 
fellow human beings, others found it to be shapeless and at times self-indulgent.   Those 
reactions would I think have pleased Howard Barker who once said that he had contempt 
for messages in the theatre and never set out to influence anyone.   He wanted audiences to
be ‘seduced by the actors and the language’ and those who were tuned in to the same 
wavelength as this production most certainly found themselves seduced by this group of 
actors and the use they made of the script.   

The cleverly designed set captured the tone of the production with those grubby graffiti 
marked pillars clashing with the stairs leading to what we presumed was the opulence, or at 
least faded grandeur, of the Palace.  It would have been nice t have seen a glimpse of this 
style when scenes were set within the actual palace, perhaps the addition of one or two ‘up 
market’ props would have done the trick.  

 Expertly designed, immaculately delivered Lighting and Sound plots helped to change the 
atmosphere of scenes, sometimes on more than one occasion within the same scene.  
When, as you had here, characters written and played in contrasting styles, the work of 
these teams took on an added importance.  

Working on an open set always throws up difficult challenges for the Stage Manager and his 
crew and making full use of the players he ensured that the production was always flowing 
at speed.  Costumes, Hair and Makeup are probably best left until individual performances 
are discussed.  

At the end of the performance I was left with the feeling that I had been watching a well 
organised production staged by a Director and Cast who had become fully absorbed in a 
play within which they had found a whole raft of questions about how we live our lives and 
react to one another.  With utter commitment and complete sincerity, they had placed 
these challenges before the audience following the authors intentions of asking the 
audience to make up their own minds, not just sitting there saying, “Yes, yes.  I agree with 
that! I recognise that!”

Individual Performances

Queen of the Great Palace

Most modern playgoers no longer find nudity, like expletive language, shocking, having 
become so satiated by the overuse of both in the years since the Lord Chamberlain’s 
authority over theatrical presentation was abolished.  When used sparingly, with a distinct 
effect in mind, nudity and strong language can still be an effective tool within a play.   With 
that in mind and considering the Director’s description of the Queen in the programme, I 
think it would have been appropriate for you to have followed the stage direction for the 
opening scene.  I am not suggesting that you should have adopted a full-frontal pose, a 
silhouette behind a gauze, or something similar would have served the purpose just as well.
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Certainly, there was no question of you not playing this, or any of your other scenes in 
anything but a full-blooded manner.  Your appearance, black haired, strong makeup, bold 
necklace, contrasted beautifully with the pale, at this stage underplayed, Snow White. 

There was a carefully chosen change of costume as we were taken into your room, with that
chaise longue which, presumably with the Director’s agreement, you made good use of to 
emphasise the sexuality and vulnerability of the Queen.  At one stage while you appeared to
sleep through dramatic goings on in other parts of the Castle, your features took on a 
childlike appearance showing us just how vulnerable this apparently strong lady actually 
was.  

In the exchange with ‘The Old Woman’ who comments on you growing your hair, the 
opposite action of most women as they grow older, and your remark that blue veins are 
appearing on your legs, dropped so casually into the conversation, you again lifted the 
strong façade to show us the fear which lies just behind it.  The intensity in your portrayal 
was a double-edged sword which worked well in both capacities, bringing grim reality to the
scenes with the King and acting as a ‘straight man’ to the broad playing of the Old Woman, 
your Maids and the Smith.

The author’s attempt to draw together many strands of the story and his personal beliefs 
left you with tremendous tasks in the final scenes, and it says much for the quality of your 
playing that you made so many of them acceptable.

King of the Great Palace

Unlike the Queen and Snow White you come to us with none of the baggage of a Walt 
Disney cartoon image.  No glamorous memory to destroy in the audience’s mind when you 
first appeared, the severe dark maroon and black colours of your costume fitting the 
glowering personality being presented.  In keeping with that image was the low pitched 
voice, but you dropped the end of some of those early lines with Snow White, delicious Iines
like, “Very civil, yes, and it would spare the Queen perhaps from being eaten”, making them 
difficult when heard for the first time, to pick up.  

There was a nice touch of Othello and Iago about that first scene with Snow White, 
poisonous thoughts being sown in your mind about the fidelity of your Queen.  The way in 
which you gave yourself to the Queen after being assured that, “She’s blind, she is not deaf”
left us in no doubt that here was a man with an all-consuming, very dangerous passion.

Two very difficult scenes follow, firstly in the woods with a Servant, with that telling fact 
that the Queen is now 41 years of age, a fact of little consequence in today’s world, but an 
indication of the direction of the King’s thoughts at this time.  Scene 9 which you shared 
with the Queen and the Old Woman found you in a playful mood, or it should have if you 
and your good lady had captured the mood of the moment as well as the Old Woman.  
In an effort to show the depth of the intensity of your thoughts and feelings you had a 
tendency to drop your eye line, too often presenting a face in half shadow at moments 
when your facial response should have told us so much.  This did not however apply to the 
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moment that you faced the audience showing true anguish as the Queen ‘walked’ towards 
the painful death you had prepared for her.  

Snow White

I wonder what the original model for Disney’s Snow White, Margery Belcher, would have 
made of this version of the character.  Certainly, the there was little trace, even superficially,
of the saccharine sweet heroine of his 1937 animated film.  The diffident character you first 
presented was marred by the delivery of the initial dialogue being too sotto voce.  However, 
you quickly developed the character into a tempting, teasing, young woman on the verge of 
adulthood, leaving the Servant in an impossible position as you ask him, with menaces, to 
educate you in the ways of the world.  The change, not just physically with the hair now 
hanging loose and added makeup, when you challenged the Queen in the very well played 
duologue in scene 7, was finely judged.

Less pleasing was the scene with Young Askew where the partnership did not blend so 
readily together.  After writing that last sentence I re-read the scene and have to admit that 
it does not read any better than it played, and therefore have to question whether it was my
interpretation of the scene or the author’s input.  Back in the company of the Queen you 
were on much surer ground using the, “You look nothing without heels” speech to good 
effect in showing your now felt superiority over that lady.  As a result, the panic that came 
rushing in when she announced that she was pregnant was extremely effective.

I loved your ambiguity in Scene 17, at first trying to entice the Queen to run away, then 
letting your hatred pour out venomously.  Rather more venomously than you did as you talk
of her stealing wedding, father, and husband from you.  There was not enough passion in 
the opening of the, “You are magnificent and vile and beautiful”, or enough guile in the 
closing lines of the speech to make it completely believable.  The confusion as you watch 
the Queen walking in her ‘red hot shoes’ and final capitulation asking for love and 
forgiveness as she and her unborn child die, was presented with a sincerity that made such 
thoughts look and sound as if they came from the heart.

Servant, A Forester

The career of a now long forgotten actor named Jerry Desmonde, who after years of success
on stage, and in films, found so little satisfying work that he took his own life, could well act 
as a model for this character.  Desmonde was one of the best ‘straight men’ ever to support 
a comic actor and/or comedian.  His partnerships onstage with Sid Field, and in films with 
Norman Wisdom are legendary, yet outside of the profession, few people now remember 
his name.  You provided a similar service to the Queen, Snow White and the King, who 
without your carefully structured interventions could not have fully developed scenes which
they shared with you.  However if I discussed the play with members of the audience I 
wonder how many of them could give an accurate description of ‘The Servant’, let alone 
draw an accurate picture of his character.  With that in mind I would describe this 
performance as a successful contribution to the production.
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Jane /Sara

Two roles in the script, one in this production, or are they intended to be played by one 
person?  Like so many things in this script, the answer is deliberately ambiguous.  Nothing 
ambiguous about your performance; you gave the impression that you had a distinct view of
what sort of character you were presenting and were in no way going to let the portrait 
become a muddled one by looking for inner meanings within the text.  Such a neatly drawn 
character adds security to the scenes in which they are involved.

Askew, King of All the Irish

Brian Boru was High King of Ireland at a time when over 100 men claimed sovereignty over a
part of the Emerald Isle.  This plotting womaniser would fit well into that landscape, quite 
willing to use his own sexual skills and sell the favours of his son in order to advance his 
position.   Thinking back on the many wonderfully flamboyant Irish actors who have graced 
the stage in my lifetime I cannot help but feel that there was room to expand this portrayal, 
even in a play so full of symbolism as this one.  Your King might not be quite a big enough 
character to make all the Queen’s jibes justifiable, but he was obtuse enough to set up the 
beautifully timed reply from the Queen, “No the rooms are damp” to your serious 
observation, “It isn’t healthy here” as a lovely, sly, laugh line.  With that red beard and 
tartan kilt, you did cut a striking figure that could easily have been expanded without losing 
any of its integrity.  

The exchanges with Young Askew after his wedding have within them some very significant 
meanings.  Crowded as they are within three quarters of a page of script and thrust upon 
the audience for the first time, I was left with the impression that for all the knowledge that 
you and the Director had of the scene, and the skill of presentation, this was an area where I
doubt that even the majority of the audience grasped its full significance.  

Young Askew, Prince of all the Irish

I have the feeling that you, and I suspect the Director, see this character in a different way 
than I do.  Taking the author’s views into account - that he wants each member of an 
audience to see his characters and developing storyline individually not as part of a herd, 
this is a perfectly justifiable position to find ourselves in.  It does however put us on a 
possible collision course, not because of the quality of your performance but about the 
interpretation of the role.  I see him as a bit of a bumbler, a man trying to please his Father 
by emulating his actions, actions which at this time he has neither the sophistication nor 
experience to fully understand.  With that in mind I should have liked to have seen more 
gaucheness and naivety in those exchanges with Snow White.

The way in which the King fairly swept you aside and later the Queen gently brings you back 
to earth after your violent declarations of love for her, were for me much more in keeping 
with the inexperience you showed within this character.  
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This is carried through to the crie de coeur for your Father to teach you cynicism, where a 
little more of the questioning child could have been seen to good effect in this grown, but 
still somewhat adolescent man.

Old Woman, A Mirror to the Queen

An interesting character dressed and to a large extent played, as I suspect directed by the 
Director and researched script, in a manner befitting a much lighter form of entertainment, 
but still capable of bringing some telling remarks to the table.  It must have been tempting 
at times to broaden the character into a full comedic one, especially when showing the King 
and Queen your personal ‘carvings’.  Fortunately, you showed greater restraint than that 
and therefore brought that touch of wisdom that comes with age to the scene in which the 
Queen declares her pregnancy, and compassion when holding the mirror for the last time.  

Smith

Older TV viewers will remember a delicious comic character invented by Dick Emory by the 
name of ‘James Maynard Kitchener Lampwick’.  This crusty old pensioner with his shaky 
voice and uncertain gait enlivened many a sketch in Dick Emory’s TV shows.  Your portrayal 
of Smith put me in mind of Lampwick which, whilst it brought back happy thoughts at the 
remembrance of such a character, at the same time made it difficult to accept Smith as part 
of the grim reality of the final scenes of the play.   In no way do I decry your presentation of 
the character which was strong and consistent throughout, and I can see the parallels being 
drawn through the use of such an honest artisan to create such a horrible instrument of 
torture and death.  The author obviously feels that this juxtaposition of styles is justified and
helps to illustrate his point of view strongly.  There can be nothing but praise for the manner
in which the Director and the actor followed down this road.  So, you will pardon me if I 
disagree with the concept of sending such a well created ‘Lampwick’ down this dubious 
route.   

Thank you for the friendly welcome, much appreciated cup of tea prior to curtain up, an 
admirable choice of seating, and the opportunity to gather any information I required about 
this most challenging production.   Gerry Parker
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